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The Central New York Regional Transportation Authority is committed to improving 
the service and accessibility of our transportation network in order to best serve 
our communities in Central New York and the Mohawk Valley.

In the past 12 months, our dedicated employees have worked on developing and 
implementing programs that provide significant improvements that we believe 
enhance the customer experience. These programs include the introduction of 
new fareboxes that no longer require customers to pay with exact change. These 
fareboxes now offer instant information to riders on the status of their bus passes 
and set the stage for installation of smart card technology in the future. Free Wi-Fi 
is now available allowing customers to quickly access information they want during 
their daily commute. We are very proud of Bus Tracker, our real-time bus information 
system, which is now available for all of our bus routes and will soon be available 
on mobile device platforms. In addition, we have redesigned our public timetables 
in an effort to simplify information and improve their readability.

Customers contacting Centro with questions about our service are now assisted by 
our consolidated customer service centralized phone bank where each call-taker 
uses pinpoint GPS technology to better answer customer questions.

We’ve put new intercity buses into service providing comfortable, reliable transportation 
for those who commute on some of our longest routes connecting Auburn and/
or Oswego with Syracuse. We were able to responded to community needs by 
ensuring more of Syracuse city high school students have a bus ride to get to and 
from school.  We are very proud to be a partner in the success of the newly opened 
Lakeview Amphitheater where we began providing bus service to the new venue.  

As we look to the future, we are participating in a Syracuse Metropolitan Transportation 
Council (SMTC) study to determine if an enhanced transportation network such as 
a limited-stop Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) system would be feasible along our busiest 
bus routes. The concept is being studied by IBI Group out of Albany, a consultant 
that worked on a similar BRT study for the Capital District Transportation Authority.

We are working closely with the New York State Department of Transportation as they 
move closer to a decision on the future of the I-81 viaduct in downtown Syracuse 
and assess how it will impact Syracuse’s transportation network.

We are looking at ways to make our Call-A-Bus operations serving the disabled 
community easier to use by automating ride confirmation communications. 

We also continue to advocate for predictable and appropriate levels of funding from 
the State and Federal government.  These funds are critical to preserve the existing 
level of bus services or to seek enhancements to the Centro systems.

We will continue to work hard to entice both new and existing customers to step 
aboard as opportunities for growth present themselves in coming years.
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